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City of Burlington
Echo Lake Dam Spillway Improvement and
Dam Removal Feasibility Study
November 16, 2021
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Background
- Based on 2017 Dam Failure Analysis (DFA) results, Echo Lake Dam is
classified by WDNR as “Significant” hazard.
- Per WDNR regulations, Significant-hazard dams must pass either the
500-yr flood or the submergence flood without overtopping the
embankment.
- 2017 DFA found that dam cannot pass the 500-yr flood without
overtopping.
- Therefore, the WDNR has a directive in place for City to increase
dam’s spillway capacity by 2025.
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Feasibility Study Goals
- City hired Ayres in February 2021 to investigate spillway
modifications to enable dam to pass the 500-yr flood without
overtopping (i.e., the spillway feasibility study).
- As part of the feasibility study, Ayres also investigating dam
removal as one of the options.
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500-yr Flood
- No feasible solution for
modifying Echo Lake
Dam to pass the 500-yr
flood.
- Figure to the right shows
the 500-yr flood
boundary with the dam
completely removed.
- You still get massive
flooding and
embankment
overtopping!
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Submergence Flood
- Since the 500-yr flood can’t be accommodated, Wisconsin state
statutes allow for designing to a lesser “submergence” flood.
- Flood where water levels upstream and downstream of the dam
are within 1 foot.
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Design Objective
- Three Goals:
1. Pass the “submergence” flood without overtopping
any portion of the dam not designed for overtopping.
2. Pass the 100-yr flood without increasing the 100-yr
flood profile.
3. Prevent water from flowing over the north
embankment through the park.
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Proposed Solution
- Main Project Components:
1. Three 16-ft wide x 6-ft high operable gates.
2. Raising the dam’s north embankment to elevation 766 ft
(1- to 2-ft height increase over existing).
3. New concrete retaining wall on north bank downstream of dam.
- Submergence occurs at 7,600 cfs.
- Increases dam’s spillway capacity from about 5,500 cfs to 8,570 cfs
- WDNR provided general buyoff of conceptual plan. Plan cannot be
approved, however, without a complete Chapter 31 permit
application submittal (stamped plans , specifications, and design
report).
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Conceptual Plan
Existing

Proposed
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Flood Wall

Will prevent active flow of water over
embankment through park but will not
prevent flooding.
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New Downstream Retaining Wall
Existing is
undermined and
in need of
replacement
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Gates
- Expanded gated spillway with
three new 16-ft wide by 6-ft high
moveable gates.
- We looked at three different
options for the moveable gates:
1. Tainter gates.
2. Crest gates.
3. Slide gates.

Existing tainter gate highly corroded and leaking.
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Option 1: Tainter Gates
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Option 1: Tainter Gates
- Pros:
- Hydraulically efficient.
- Bottom-draw may help flush sediment.
- Lower hoist capacity needed.
- Fast opening and closing.
- Cons:
- Larger concrete structure needed.
- Gate frame may impede flow of water.
- Susceptible to collecting debris.
- Estimated Cost:
Costs presented here include
- $2.4 million Note:
engineering (design, bidding, and

Bloomer Mill Dam, Bloomer, WI

construction admin), construction, and
a 30% contingency.
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Option 2: Crest Gates
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Option 2: Crest Gates
- Pros:
- Intuitive variable water level control.
- Good at passing ice and debris.
- Easily and quickly opened during
emergencies without electrical power.
- Cons:
- More expensive.
- Top-draw release only.
- Estimated Cost:
- $2.6 million
Bridge Street
Dam, Grafton, WI
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Option 3: Slide Gates
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Option 3: Slide Gates
- Pros:
- Cheaper.
- Lower operation and maintenance
requirements.
- Bottom-draw may help flush sediment.
- Cons:
- Higher lift capacity needed.
- Slower operation times.
- Susceptible to catching debris.
- Estimated Cost:
- $1.5 million

Moose Lake Dam, Hayward, WI
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Option 4: Dam Removal with Enhancements
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Option 4: Dam Removal with Enhancements
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Option 4: Dam Removal with Enhancements
- Estimated Cost:
- $6.1 million
(as shown)
- $1.5 – 2 million
(basic dam
removal and
restoration)
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WDNR Municipal Dam Grant Program
- Cost-share for municipal dam repair or removal projects.
- Competitive, but:
- Significant-hazard dams in need of spillway capacity generally
score well.
- Dam removal projects also score well.
- Applications for current cycle due March 4, 2022.
- Winners announced in June 2022.
- Design in summer and fall of 2022.
- Bidding in winter 2023.
- Construction in summer 2023.
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WDNR Municipal Dam Grant Program
- For Dam Repair or Rehabilitation Projects:
- 50% of the first $1 million
- 25% of the next $2 million
- Maximum grant funding $1 million
- A $3 million project will maximize grand funding
- For Dam Removal projects:
- 100% of the first $1 million
- Maximum grant funding $1 million
- A $1 million project will maximize grant funding
- Project enhancements/upgrades likely not reimbursable, but
other funding opportunities may be available for these
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Dredging project
- Dredging project:
- Ayres completed pre-dredging study in June
- About $2.5 million to remove 115,000 yd3 of sediment
- Not WDNR Municipal Dam Grant eligible
- Other funding opportunities may be available
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Cost Summary
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Recommendations
- Apply for WDNR Municipal Dam Grant.
- If dam rehabilitation is chosen:
- Option 3 Slide Gates lowest cost
- Option 2 Crest Gates operationally superior option
- Begin planning for dredging project, if pursuing
- If dam removal is chosen:
- Recommend expanded planning study (during Municipal
Dam Grant application review period) to solicit
community input, determine a project budget, and identify
funding mechanisms.
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Thank you
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